Designing The Autogate Pass Dashboard Application with Android based Responsive Web Design Technology
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Abstract. Autogate Pass Dashboard application is an application that provides convenience for users in monitoring and analyzing object data. This dashboard application is a technology used to present information, on a large scale, fast (real-time), concise and detailed with the support of an attractive visual display. Autogate Pass Dashboard application with Responsive Web Design technology, aims to provide convenience in terms of monitoring vehicle data in and out of the Tanjung Priok Port area in an interactive, real time, dynamic, and relevant and compatible way on Android devices. The dashboard design method begins with analyzing the process of monitoring object data, determining data requirements, determining data access schemes, user analysis, determining content, creating dashboard designs, and creating interaction scenarios between users and dashboards. The results of this study are in the form of applications that can process information related to object data, such as vehicle data entering and leaving the PT. Pelabuhan Indonesia II Tanjung Priok, so as to make it easy to analyze and monitor vehicle data that operate every day in the form of bar charts, pies, tables on a regular and dynamic basis.
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1. Introduction

Access to the Port of Tanjung Priok Indonesia II, still uses a manual process, namely with paper tickets and cash payments. In the process there are several shortcomings, as follows:

1. The number of vehicles in operation continues to increase
2. Income reports are done manually
3. There is no previous statistical data of vehicles entering the Tanjung Priok Port area
4. There is no control of income, so there are often losses from the daily pass income of the Port.

Based on the shortcomings of these conditions, an Electronic Gate Pass solution is needed. With Electronic Gate Pass payments can be made by e-money such as toll roads, there are also consolidated income reports from each gate, as well as vehicle statistics coming into the port. Therefore the Autogate System application is made at each post in the port area. Autogate System is an electronic system that is used to open and close gates or barriers when a vehicle will pass automatically, and make gate pass payments electronically. This application has also been equipped with a database to store all data from each vehicle entering the Port of Indonesia II Tanjung Priok area.

The Autogate Pass Dashboard application does not capture data from every vehicle entering and leaving the PT. Indonesia Port II Tanjung Priok directly. The data of each vehicle is captured by another application, the Autogate System Application. After the data is captured the data is stored in the Autogate System Database. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application accesses and processes data for each vehicle in the Autogate System Database. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application can display vehicle data in and out of the Port of Tanjung area from the Autogate System database. The following information is displayed:

1. Income data at each post, and type of vehicle integrated with the vehicle data source database.
2. Vehicle traffic data conducting transactions at each post.

In the running system process, traffic reports and vehicle revenues coming in and out of the Port of Tanjung Priok Indonesia II area are still lacking, such as:

1. The data analysis process is not efficient because it goes through a long process from the initial request of vehicle data to the Vendor Autogate System until the data is processed by the Information System division of PT. Tanjung Priok Port II of Indonesia.
2. Monitoring of vehicle data in and out of the Port of Indonesia II Tanjung Priok area is inflexible, because the availability of reports is only through the excel PivotTable document which is processed by PT. Tanjung Priok Port II of Indonesia.
3. The report displayed is less interactive because it is in the form of an excel PivotTable which can only display a summary form of the report simply.

To further maximize the performance of the traffic report system and the revenue of vehicles entering and exiting the Tanjung Priok Port II area, an alternative system problem is needed. The proposed problem solving is by developing applications that are able to provide information on traffic data reports and vehicle revenues that enter the area of PT. Pelabuhan Indonesia II Tanjung Priok takes the form of a web-based dashboard with responsive web design technology with the following facilities:

1. Facility of checking vehicle traffic data in the form of applications that can be accessed on various devices (mobile, tablet, desktop) in real-time, interactive and dynamic.
2. Facility of income data reports in the form of applications that can be accessed on various devices (mobile, tablet, desktop) in real-time, interactive and dynamic.
3. Download and print traffic reports and revenue reports in Excel and PDF documents directly through the application that will be created.

2. Research Methodology

The application development method uses the waterfall methodology, this is because this method uses a structured systems approach so that each stage must be completed first in full before continuing to the next stage, with the aim of avoiding repetition of these stages. This makes all system requirements can be defined completely, explicitly, and correctly at the beginning of the project, so that Software Engineering can run smoothly and without problems. The waterfall procedure is as follows:

1. Systems engineering, is the manufacture of software which is the largest part of a project. For work begins with determining all the things that are necessary in the implementation.
2. Analysis, is the stage where system engineering analyzes the things that are shown in the implementation of a project making or application development and aims to understand the existing system, identify problems and find solutions.
3. Design, this stage is the translation stage of the needs or data that has been analyzed into a form that is easily understood by the user. At this stage, a dashboard mockup design process is made that indicates how the interface and the placement of the dashboard components are made.
4. Code, which translates data or problem solving designed into a predetermined programming language.
5. Testing. After the program has been completed, the next stage is testing the program. Evaluation and testing of the appropriateness between the appearance of the application and the design has been made and the data validation process between the representative data in the dashboard and the raw data used as the data source (Autogate System database).

Maintenance was the implementation of the whole accompanied by maintenance in case of structural changes, both in terms of software and hardware.

3. Discussion

The benefit of designing this Autogate Pass Dashboard application is to optimize reports of vehicles entering the PT. Pelabuhan Indonesia II Tanjung Priok. This application is integrated with the Autogate System database which is a source of data for vehicles entering the PT. Pelabuhan Indonesia II Tanjung Priok. The system procedure proposed in the Autogate Pass Dashboard application is as follows:

- a) Administrators enter user data who can log into the Autogate Pass dashboard application.
- b) Administrators differentiate access rights or roles between Pelindo users and non Pelindo users.
- c) Pelindo users can access traffic and revenue pages to search for statistical data and income based on the search date period.
- d) Pelindo users can monitor traffic and income data online.
- e) Non-Pelindo users can only access the traffic page to be able to find out the traffic of vehicles in and out of the Tanjung Priok II Port of Indonesia.
- f) Administrators can access user management and role management pages for configuring users registered to the Autogate Pass dashboard application.
- g) Pelindo users can export reports on the Dashboard Autogate Pass application into excel and pdf reports.

In this research, a use case diagram is designed that describes the processes that occur between actors and use cases involved in the system.

1. Use Case Diagram – Manage Account
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Fig.1.1 Use Case Diagram Manage Account Dashboard Autogate Pass

2. Activity Diagram User Management
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Fig. 1.3 Activity Diagram User Management
In the next stage, a dashboard mockup design is created which indicates how the interface and the placement of the dashboard components are made.
1. Mockup of menu login and signup

![Mockup of menu login and signup]

2. Mockup of navigation page view

![Mockup of navigation page view]
3. Mockup of home page view

4. Mockup of revenue menu display
5. Mockup of traffic menu display

4. Conclusion

The Autogate Pass Dashboard application can make it easier for PT. Pelabuhan Indonesia II in terms of monitoring through a dashboard which is displayed interactively in the form of bar graphs, pies, tables, and report documents regarding periodic and dynamic information on revenue data and vehicle statistics. The Dashboard application, vehicle traffic data can be accessed on various devices (mobile, tablet, desktop) in realtime, interactive and dynamic. The income data report for each type and class of vehicles can be accessed on various devices (mobile, tablet, desktop) in realtime, interactive and dynamic. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application that runs online, Pelindo Users (Pelabuhan Indonesia) and Non Pelindo Users can monitor vehicle data reports efficiently and flexibly. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application, the process of analyzing data becomes easier and more efficient, compared to analyzing data from the database directly. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application can be used as a means of support during the decision-making process carried out by company leaders. The Autogate Pass Dashboard application, the process of making vehicle data reports in and out of the port area of Indonesia II Tanjung Priok is increasingly effective and fast.
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